TOWN OF APEX
PLANNING BOARD REMOTE MEETING MINUTES
Meeting Date: January 11, 2021

The Planning Board held a remote Special Meeting on January 11, 2021 at 4:30 p.m. Chair Marks called the
meeting to order at 4:30 p.m. Members present by roll call were, Chair Michael Marks, Vice Chair Reginald
Skinner, Board Members Mark Steele, Tina Sherman, Tommy Pate, Tim Royal (ETJ Member), Keith Braswell, Jeff
Hastings (Historical Society Member) and Ryan Akers (Wake County Member).
Chair Marks gave the Invocation and led the Pledge of Allegiance.
PUBLIC FORUM
Chair Marks asked if any comments were submitted from the public for non-agenda items; Amanda Bunce,
Current Planning Manager stated none were received.
CONSENT
Item #1
Minutes from the December 14, 2020 regular meeting. Chair Marks called for a motion. Member Steele
motioned to recommend approval. Member Royal seconded. Motion by roll call carried with a unanimous vote.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Item #1
Town of Apex Affordable Housing Plan. Shannon Cox, Long Range Planning Manager stated the plan is intended
to identify the affordable housing needs though an assessment and public engagement, propose land use and
subsidy tools to address the needs identified. The plan does not propose a specific affordable housing project or
identify specific locations. The draft plan has been developed over 8 months with a public presentation in
December, 2020 and with public hearings before the Planning Board and Town Council this month. There were
1,200 participants in an online survey. There were interviews with stakeholders; housing developers, social
service providers, realtors and individuals impacted by housing issues.
Planner Cox summarized the five main sections of the draft plan which were the Introduction, Housing Needs
Assessment, Vision and Goals, Recommendations and Action Plan.
Planner Cox provided [paraphrased] additional comments received after December 28, 2020 that are not public
hearing comments:
 Diversity and racial equity initiatives should not be incorporated into the plan. There is no direct
relevance to housing affordability and indicated opposition to setting racial equity goals and moral
opposition to other initiatives that balance diversity.
 Concern about zoning incentive condition; the way it is written sounds like a requirement. The incentive
policy needs to be part of this plan and completed sooner rather than later.
 Concern with lack of a specific affordable housing definition for Apex. A clear definition and clear
incentives are critical to making progress.
 Strong support to encourage the development of accessory apartments with the request to work on two
challenges as part of implementation related to sub-metering and increasing the allowable square
footage.
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The Steering Committee met on January 7, 2021 and unanimously recommends approval of the updated draft
plan. Planning staff also recommends approval. Chair Marks thanked Planner Cox for the hard work and thanked
Member Steele for serving on the Steering Committee for this plan.
Chair Marks opened the public hearing for the reading of comments submitted for the purpose of this meeting.
Planner Cox read into the record, comments from the public and are herein incorporated by reference as
Attachment A.
Some comments from the Board were:
 Apex has needed this for some time.
 It is an injustice that some of the people who work for the Town of Apex can’t afford to live here.
 Is it enough to draw conclusions with only 1% of the respondents saying we have a problem? (Twelve
hundred responses is actually very high for a community the size of Apex. We compared to other
municipalities and planning processes often have high response rates for surveys. This was not a large
percentage of our population, but we feel good about what we are able to achieve in terms of feedback.
We had a high response rate in the middle of the COVID pandemic.)
 The survey was a good baseline. The consultant did a good job of combining all of the comments from
the Steering Committee, staff and citizens and they weren’t all from just the survey.
 This plan does not contain any policy but is it to set up for future policy? (In terms of incentive zoning,
we need to go through a substantial effort of creating the policy and we hope to address many of the
comments received. It is identified as a near term process.)
 It was very impressive for Planner Cox to review 60 comments and respond to them all in a short
amount of time.
 If there are changes that come up, will they be implemented before policy is written? (We could amend
this plan through public hearing processes if there is a need and hopefully we would have our Housing
Advisory Board in place to guide that process as well.
 One of the comments referenced was the Durham Plan, did staff, the consultants and the Steering
Committee look at neighboring plans while putting this together? (We haven’t reviewed everything;
there is a lot happening out there. Our expert consultant led the Wake County Plan and is working on
the Town of Cary’s plan. We are continuing to stay up to speed with training and progress as far as plan
implementation.)
Dianne Khin, Director of Planning and Community Development stated Planner Cox has a conflict on Wednesday
in that she has a previously scheduled Transit Plan meeting and this item needs to be last for that meeting. Chair
Marks stated the vote on this item will occur as the last item at the January 13, 2021 meeting after any
additional comments received are read into the record.
Item #2
Sarah Van Every, Senior Planner stated in Rezoning Case #20CZ11 Roberts Road Properties PUD, the applicants,
Justin Michela/Matthew & Michelle Michela, Justin & Maryann Michela and Matthew & Michelle Michela, and
Justin & Maryanne Michela are seeking to rezone approximately ±10.54 acres from Rural Residential (RR) to
Planned Unit Development-Conditional Zoning (PUD-CZ) located at 7517 Roberts Road, 2310 Pollard Place, &
2000 Cabin Cove Road. Planner VanEvery oriented those present as to the location of the subject property,
existing uses, land use map and zoning designations. The applicant held two neighborhood meetings on
September 28, 2020 and October 13, 2020. A report on those meetings are included in the agenda packet.
Wake County Public School Systems (WCPSS) provided an impact letter stating the elementary, middle and high
school grade levels are anticipated to have insufficient capacity for future residents within the assignment area
for this rezoning and there are no construction or expansion projects anticipated within the next five years.
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The impact letter is included in the agenda packet. Planner Van Every stated the uses proposed, summarized the
conditions and stated the applicant proposes to reduce the RCA from the standard 30% to 25% in exchange for
the additional zoning conditions proposed. If Council votes to approve the rezoning without the RCA reduction,
the following conditions shall not be included in the approval:
 In addition to all single-family detached homes being pre-configured with conduit for a solar energy
system, 8% of the total number of homes proposed in the Master Subdivision Plan shall be built with
solar PV systems installed at the time of construction.
 The project shall be stage graded per Section 7.2.5.C.
 All single-family detached homes within this development shall be built with HVAC systems that meet or
exceed a SEER rating of 18.
 The buffer along Roberts Road shall be increased from a 30’ to a 40’ Type B undisturbed buffer. If the
buffer must be disturbed, it shall be increased from 40’ to 60’.
 Evergreen trees shall be planted as a windbreak on the northern side of buildings, where practical.
 Landscape design shall include pollinator-friendly flora in common areas.
 Landscape design shall include a minimum of three native hardwood species.
 A pet waste station shall be installed at the mail kiosk, or community center/recreation site to be
determined at Master Subdivision Plan.
Planning staff recommends approval as proposed with the exception of the lack of a direct pedestrian
connection from the future subdivision to Roberts Road as required in UDO Section 7.5.4 C Sidewalks. The
proposed rezoning is not in the public interest due to the lack of direct pedestrian connection to Roberts Road
which is a thoroughfare.
Chair Marks opened the public hearing for the reading of comments submitted for the purpose of this meeting.
Planner Van Every read into the record, comments from the public and are herein incorporated by reference as
Attachment B.
Patrick Kierning of Jones & Cnossen Engineering, PLLC, 221 North Salem Street, Apex NC stated they have
proposed five changes to their PUD Plan and are based on the comments from staff, concerned neighbors and
Town Council:
 Maximum density is reduced to 3.2/units per acre for a maximum total of 33 units as opposed to 50
units.
 Added condition: The location of the temporary gravel construction entrance shall be limited to provide
construction access from Pollard Place to Gartrell Way.
 Removing architectural condition number 6 in order to provide flexibility to have slab on grade which is
typically used in senior communities.
 Revising the builder condition number 8 to “This project shall consist of lots developed with custom
homes.”
 The condition regarding pedestrian access to Roberts Road to be revised to “The project shall provide
pedestrian access from the future subdivision to Roberts Road via the 8’ sidepath along Pollard Place
and Gartrell Way unless a public street within the subdivision is constructed within 300’ of the
northwest property corner in which case a direct pedestrian connection shall be made to Roberts Road
consistent with UDO Section 7.5.4.C.
Some comments/questions from the Board:
 The change in reduction of homes; would this affect WCPSS recommendation? (Staff has not presented
the reduction in units to WCPSS as this just came to staff’s attention at this meeting.)
 It appeared in the staff report that the neighbors did not contribute comments. What about an access
on Roberts Road? (It is staff’s recommendation to not have access from Roberts Road because it is a
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thoroughfare that requires 500 ft. of space and it is not physically possible here. There are existing full
access points in three places.)
Was a right/in-right out considered? (Applicant Kierning stated they did propose this and the spacing
requirement would be the same as will a full access.)
If people want to go west, they are not going to cut through the Crestmont subdivision, they will use
Gartrell Way.
What does emergency services say about cut-through traffic? (Russell Dalton, Transportation Engineer
stated where you see the median break on Gartrell Way, you can’t make a connection; you would have
to come in at Pollard Place where the right-of-way is stubbed out. The traffic wanting to use Gartrell
Way, staff does not see it as a benefit to Crestmont because it is so close. Planner VanEvery stated per
the UDO, we are required to make these connections if there is a stub street.)
Are we expecting traffic off Roberts Road to Gartrell Way? (It depends on how they propose the layout
of the subdivision. Some folks may want to go out to Roberts Road.)
What is staff’s position on this rezoning with the changes proposed by the applicant? If staff needs time
to consider the proposed changes we can bring this to the January 13, 2021 meeting. (Planner Van Every
stated from the literal since, it still does not meet the UDO. It is hard to determine this without a street
layout which we would get at subdivision plan.)

Chair Marks stated the vote on this item will occur at the January 13, 2021 meeting after any additional public
comments made are read into the record.

Item #3
Sarah Van Every, Senior Planner stated in Rezoning Case #20CZ13 Yumeewarra Farm Assembly, the applicants,
Bill Zahn, Humie Olive Associates/Yumeewarra Farm, LLC, are seeking to rezone approximately ±18.737 acres
from Wake County Residential-40W (R-40W) to Low Density Residential-Conditional Zoning (LD-CZ) located at 0
& 8633 Humie Olive Road. Planner VanEvery oriented those present as to the location of the subject property,
existing uses, land use map and zoning designations. The applicant held a neighborhood meeting on October 27,
2020; a report on this meeting is included in the agenda packet. The WCPSS letter of impact states the
elementary and high school grade levels have insufficient capacity for future residents within the assignment
area for this rezoning and there are no construction or expansion projects anticipated within the next five years.
Planner VanEvery stated the uses proposed and summarized the proposed zoning conditions not associated
with the typical architectural standards:
 The maximum density will not exceed 3 dwelling units per acre and a maximum number of units is 56.
 There will be 2 points of access if over 50 residential lots are proposed.
 The setbacks shall correspond with the approved Heelan PUD.
 The project will provide sidewalks on both sides of all internal streets.
 All homes shall be pre-configured with conduit for a solar energy system.
 HOA covenants shall not restrict construction of any accessory dwelling unit.
 Existing deciduous trees greater than 18” in diameter removed shall be replaced by planting 1.5” caliper
native trees either on-site or an alternative site approved by Town Planning Staff.
 The overhead electric easement along Humie Olive Road shall be counted towards required RCA and
buffer standards with an average width of 50’.
 Left turn lane(s) meeting NCDOT requirements shall be provided on Humie Olive Road for each
proposed point of access where left turn movements are proposed if permitted by NCDOT.
Planning staff recommends approval with the conditions proposed by the applicant.
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Chair Marks opened the public hearing for the reading of comments submitted for the purpose of this meeting.
Planner Van Every stated there were no public comments submitted for this rezoning.
Jeff Roach, Peak Engineering & Design along with Craig Duerr stated this project is taking its feed based on the
adjacent Heelan PUD. Condition #19 is due to the overhead Duke Powerline and to prohibit having to go before
the Board of Adjustment for a variance. They anticipate 53 units to be built as well as a 10 ft side path to
connect to Heelan PUD. The project complies with the ten standards outlined in the staff report.
Chair Marks stated the vote on this item will occur at the January 13, 2021 meeting after any additional
comments made are read into the record.

Item #4
Lauren Staudenmaier, Planner I stated in Rezoning Case #20CZ15 Smithfield Road Collision Center, the
applicants, Spencer B. Terry III, Carolina Land Development Group, Inc./Anthony K. & Melissa S. Woodell and R.
Markham & Ruth B. Stewart, are seeking to rezone approximately ±3.816 acres from Rural Residential (RR) and
High Density Single-Family Residential (HDSF) to Light Industrial-Conditional Zoning (LI-CZ) located at 5920 & 0
Old Smithfield Road. Planner Staudenmaier oriented those present as to the location of the subject property,
existing uses, land use map and zoning designations. The applicant held a neighborhood meeting on October 29,
2020 and December 10, 2020. Reports on these meetings are included in the agenda packet. The applicant has
proposed three architectural conditions we typically see. Staff recommends approval of the rezoning with the
conditions offered by the applicant.
Chair Marks opened the public hearing for the reading of comments submitted for the purpose of this meeting.
Planner Staudenmaier stated there were no public comments submitted for this rezoning.
Spencer Terry of 1304 North Respite Street Washington NC stated they are looking at having 24 employees, 5-6
customers per day and 1 or 2 auto adjusters. There are two easements to the south and they will use these as
their access. They will utilize buffer reductions allowed by the UDO for the highway buffers. There is not a whole
lot you could use this property for especially residential uses given there is a landfill in this area.
Chair Marks stated the vote on this item will occur at the January 13, 2021 after any additional comments made
are read into the record.

NEW BUSINESS
Item #1
Amanda Bunce, Current Planning Manager presented the following amendment to the Unified Development
Ordinance (UDO):
1. Secs. 4.3.5 Use Classifications, Commercial Uses; 4.3.6 Use Classifications, Industrial Uses; 4.4.4
Supplemental Standards, Recreational Uses; 4.4.5 Supplemental Standards, Retail Sales and Service in order
to require a business with alcohol sales for on-premise consumption to submit quarterly gross receipts
within 10 days upon request of a Zoning Compliance Officer. Failure to provide the receipts within the
specified time frame would be a violation of the Unified Development Ordinance.
Staff recommends approval of the amendment.
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Attachment "A"
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amanda Bunce
Shannon Cox
FW: HBA Comments on draft Affordable Housing Plan
Friday, January 8, 2021 1:29:10 PM
image001.png

From: Harris, Suzanne <SHarris@hbawake.com>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 11:52 AM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: HBA Comments on draft Affordable Housing Plan

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
Dear Apex Planning Board Members,
We applaud the Town for their efforts to address the issue of housing affordability. No doubt, this
was especially challenging to kick off in a year such as 2020 played out to be. That being said, the
timing of this draft becoming available for public comment was very poor. It was basically put out
there over the holiday season with an expectation to squeeze in two public hearings 2 weeks apart
with a potential final vote on January 26th. This is not a recipe for getting meaningful public input on
the document or to potentially incorporate those comments into a second draft.
Secondly, the stakeholder group should have included the private residential building industry if
there is an expectation to strongly encourage them to utilize affordable housing incentive zoning.
The Home Builders Association of Raleigh-Wake County is a great resource to provide member
volunteers who do business in Apex and can provide useful insight and perspective. This was a
missed opportunity.
In reading the draft plan, it suggests the use of affordable housing incentive zoning as a way to
achieve affordable housing units. The use of this zoning would presumably be voluntary given that
required inclusionary zoning is illegal in North Carolina. However, the word “voluntary” is not in the
document at all and instead, words and phrases like, “ensure” and “sets expectations” are used,
which sound more required that voluntary. We request that the Affordable Housing Plan incorporate
clear language that states that the unwillingness or inability to include affordable housing units (or
payment in lieu) cannot, by itself, be grounds for denial of a project. The economics just cannot work
for every project out there, especially the smaller in scale they are.
Lastly, we are perplexed by the prioritization in the Action Plan section under the Matrix of
Recommendations. We would recommend putting low hanging fruit such as the Accessory
Apartments and “Soft Density” Zoning By-Right in the near-term timeline as well as Emergency

Rental Assistance and Supportive Services given its urgent nature.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft document and we are willing and available
to discuss further.

Suzanne Harris
VP of Governmental Affairs
HBA of Raleigh-Wake County
5580 Centerview Drive, Raleigh, NC 27606
o 919-232-5886
c 919-771-8224
sharris@hbawake.com

Town of Apex Affordable Housing Plan
Planning Board Comments
Cynthia Sheldon
2128 Vecchio Lane
Apex, North Carolina 27502
919-422-7210
The Town of Apex Affordable Housing Plan is focused on increasing the diversity of the citizens in Apex.
Narrowing this focus to housing will not improve citizen diversity. Apex needs a more holistic approach
to this goal.
Apex has spent years legislating for higher pricing homes by requiring certain aesthetic controls,
development standards, low density and solar requirements. These requirements add costs to housing
and lead to a lack of “affordable housing”. The goal at the time these requirements were enacted was
to increase housing assessments to expand the tax base and limit “certain” kind of home. The first step
to increasing diversity in housing should be to roll back these high cost requirements.
The second step to increase citizen diversity would be to improve town cultural offerings that are
targeted to certain demographics. If you review the town’s list of programming, there is absolutely no
offerings of cultural activities geared toward minorities. Instead of wasting taxpayer dollars on a
housing manager, the town should focus on utilizing existing staff to plan a more diverse cultural
program offering.
The third step to increase citizen diversity would be through economic development. The town has
four staff members on the economic development staff. These staff members could recruit minority
owned businesses. The town could subsidize the rent for minority owned businesses in the Coworking
Station. The town could set up a grant to help minority owned business buy building to expand their
businesses.
The fourth step to increase citizen diversity would be through staff recruiting and development.
Recruiting to fill town staff positions through minority-based colleges, churches or organizations.
Creating scholarship programs for minority citizens to attend the law enforcement academy or the
community college for a trade education.
The Town of Apex has several boards and committees that can successfully managed a diversity and
inclusion plan. A Housing Advisory Board is not needed. The Planning and Community Development
Board, the Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources Advisory Commission and the Public Arts
Committee along with the Economic Development Department can work together to successfully
address the issue of citizen diversity in the Town of Apex.
Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you with any questions you may have.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Shannon Cox
FW: Comments to Apex Affordable Housing Plan
Friday, January 8, 2021 1:30:19 PM

From: Erica Leatham <eleatham@MIHOMES.com>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 10:50 AM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: Comments to Apex Affordable Housing Plan

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
The Apex Affordable Housing Plan is an ambitious plan to broaden housing choices in the Town. Our
company has made significant investments in Apex and will bring hundreds of new housing units to
Apex over the next several years, including affordable units. We appreciate the opportunity to
provide initial thoughts:

Before proceeding further with the Plan, the Town must set clear policy and priorities
for the need being served. As noted in the Plan, there are multiple strata of housing
needs and each requires a different set of actions.

The Incentive Zoning and “Soft Density” By-Right Zoning are very effective tools at
providing additional housing units, directly and indirectly influencing affordability. Byright zoning can bring units to the market more efficiently (both in terms of time and
dollars) and can be applied throughout the Town. Incentive zoning is also a useful tool,
if used properly. In North Carolina, where inclusionary zoning is not permitted, the
incentives must be tailored to actually produce affordable units (“affordable” should be
specifically defined) and should include more than just bonus density, such as waiver of
UDO standards, reduction or elimination of fees and/or expediated approvals.
Specifically, because such conditions are voluntary, affordable housing proffers must be
just that, proffers, not the price of the rezoning: all projects cannot support significant
affordable housing obligations and if a one-size-fits-all standard becomes the norm,
there will less impact than otherwise could be produced. Finally, the architectural
conditions traditionally applied in zoning proceedings have the unintended consequence
of preventing affordable units because the smaller the unit, the more affordable;
however, the garage requirement, among other elements, prohibit smaller homes with a
two car garage.

The Plan’s implementation schedule ignores certain low-hanging fruit, such as by-right
zoning, accessory apartments, and housing assistance. These elements can be
implemented quickly and have immediate and direct impact.

The Town should review successful programs in other jurisdictions rather than recreate
a program from scratch. For example, Durham just successfully adopted a new housing
policy and there are numerous other jurisdictions with affordable housing plans in place
long enough to provide best practices.

Erica Leatham
VP of Planning and Entitlements
M/I Homes of Raleigh, LLC | Land Department
1511 Sunday Drive | 100 | Raleigh | 27607
www.mihomes.com/Raleigh

Phone: (919) 233-5725
Mobile: (919) 238-1590
Fax: (919) 882-9063
eleatham@mihomes.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not
the intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply email or phone and delete/destroy all copies of
this message.

Attachment "B"
Sarah Van Every
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Bunce
Tuesday, January 5, 2021 7:55 AM
Patrick Kiernan; Sarah Van Every
Fwd: Main concern kids safety

Emails sent to and from this email address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Act and may be
disclosed to third parties.
From: manasa sandhya <manasasandhya.m2@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 11:25:27 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: Main concern kids safety

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the sender, and can
verify the content is safe.

Hi Town Planning team
This is regarding the proposed zoning of properties on Roberts Road (20CZ11).
I am the current resident at 267 Crestmont Ridge Dr, Apex, NC 27523. This has been a great
neighborhood for our family and neighbors for the past 4 years and we are truly blessed. This
community of 160 families, more than 100 kids are playing outside everyday, several with young
kids often playing on the cul-de-sac on Stonehouse Drive. It's not at all safty for kids .
If you use our area for enter abd exit , more traffic will increase, its not a good idea. Pls use
Roberts Road for entry and exit for your coming community.
While I support growth and development around our area, I have significant concern on the
proposed development for 20CZ11 for the following reasons




This set of lots are sandwiched between 2 existing communities "Crestmont" and "Pines at
Wake Crossing" totaling 10.54 acres
It is mentioned that the plan is to build 50 new homes (mentioned on page 4 of PUD, dated
Oct 2020).
One of the main access paths to this community will be Pollard Place, an extension to
Stonehouse Drive (Crestmont Neighborhood) which will result in increased traffic to our
1

existing community that is already fully occupied. This will seriously impact the quality of
life in our neighborhood.
I request that the town planning committee add an access to this new proposed community via
Roberts Road to ensure that existing communities are not impacted due to this new construction.
thanks
Manasa Nadipalli
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Sarah Van Every
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Bunce
Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:39 AM
Patrick Kiernan; Sarah Van Every
FW: Regarding Roberts Road 20CZ11

-----Original Message----From: Phanidhar Mamillapalli <pmconnect@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:32 AM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: Regarding Roberts Road 20CZ11
Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the sender, and can verify the content is safe.
Dear Town Planning team,
This is regarding the proposed zoning of properties on Roberts Road (20CZ11).
I am the current resident at 2315 Fillmore Hall Ln, Apex, NC 27523. This has been a great neighborhood for our family
and neighbors for the past 4 years and we are truly blessed to be a part of this community. This community of 160
families, several with young kids often playing on the cul-de-sac on Stonehouse Drive which will now be opened up to
the new community for access through Crestmont community.
While I support growth and development around our area, I have a significant concern on the proposed development for
20CZ11 due to the following reasons.
This set of lots are sandwiched between 2 existing communities "Crestmont" and "Pines at Wake Crossing" totaling
10.54 acres. It is mentioned that the plan is to build 50 new homes (mentioned on page 4 of PUD, dated Oct 2020).
One of the main access paths to this community will be Pollard Place, an extension to Stonehouse Drive (Crestmont
Neighborhood) which will result in increased traffic to our existing community that is already fully occupied. This will
seriously impact the quality of life in our neighborhood.
Therefore I request the town planning committee to add a separate access to this new proposed community via Roberts
Road to ensure that existing communities are not impacted due to this new construction.
Regards
Phani Mamillapalli
Sent from my iPhone
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Sarah Van Every
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Bunce
Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:03 AM
Patrick Kiernan; Sarah Van Every
FW: proposed zoning of properties on Roberts Road (20CZ11)

From: Konala Praveen <konalapraveen@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 5:02 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: proposed zoning of properties on Roberts Road (20CZ11)

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the sender, and can
verify the content is safe.
Hi Town Planning team
This is regarding the proposed zoning of properties on Roberts Road (20CZ11).
I am the current resident at 318 Stonehouse Dr, Apex, NC 27523.
While I support growth and development around our area, I have significant concern on the proposed development
for 20CZ11 for the following reasons
This set of lots are sandwiched between 2 existing communities "Crestmont" and "Pines at Wake Crossing" totaling
10.54 acres
It is mentioned that the plan is to build 50 new homes (mentioned on page 4 of PUD, dated Oct 2020).
One of the main access paths to this community will be Pollard Place, an extension to Stonehouse Drive (Crestmont
Neighborhood) which will result in increased traffic to our existing community that is already fully occupied. This will
seriously impact the quality of life in our neighborhood.
I request that the town planning committee add an access to this new proposed community via Roberts Road to ensure
that existing communities are not impacted due to this new construction.
Thanks,
Praveen Konala
-Praveen Konala
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Sarah Van Every
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Amanda Bunce
Thursday, January 7, 2021 8:02 AM
Patrick Kiernan; Sarah Van Every
FW: Zoning # 20CZ11
Town_Committee_Concern_Letter_Crestmont.pdf

From: Rajesh Nadipalli <rajesh.nadipalli@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:27 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: Zoning # 20CZ11

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the sender, and can
verify the content is safe.
Hi Apex Town Planning Committee

This is regarding the proposed zoning of properties on Roberts Road
(20CZ11). I am representing Crestmont neighbors who have signed a
letter regarding the same which is attached below.
thank you
Rajesh Nadipalli
267 Crestmont Ridge Dr, Apex, NC 27523
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